Learning through fun!
RAISE
FUNDS
FOR YOUR
SCHOOL!

Mindraiser

MAKE YOUR OWN SLIME!
FS059 $5.50

Science Supply Australia would like to help raise
funds for your school! Earn funds whilst students
have the opportunity to learn through FUN
Science….
We will give back 15% of total sales(exgst) to your
school to assist with buying resources. Simply
complete the order form, pay by direct deposit or
credit card and then we will deliver goods to your
school.

Ordering is
as easy as
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POCKET MICROSCOPE
FS78120 $12.65
20x - 40x pocket
Zoom microscope
with LED lamp.
Explore the
natural world in
fine detail!
Learn:
Microscopy,
attention to detail.
Ages: 6+

THE CHAOTIC PENDULUM
FS3506 $15.95
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THE SUNDIAL FS3508
$15.95
Build a wearable
sundial and
discover the
time of day.
Uses techniques
of the ancient
Egyptians.
Learn: Time
technique.
Ages: 8+

Build a pendulum from strong, easy-to-assemble,
precut durable and recyclable cardboard parts,
string and magnets.
Learn: Magnetic force, history of pendulums.
Ages: 8+

A classic science experiement, loved by
all! Make your own gooey slime - it’s so
easy. Just mix the powders (included) with
water and voila . . . Slippery, squishy slime
you are sure to have hours of fun.
Learn: Polymer chemistry and matter.
Ages: 5+

DIY HI BOUNCE BALL KIT
FS5019 $5.50

Make your own crazy bouncing balls
with this great science experiment!
There’s enough to make 4 different
shaped balls. Kit contains 2 ball
moulds and 4 sachets.
Learn: Chemical reactions and
Polymer chemistry
Ages: 5+

MAGNET SCIENCE FSG3291 $21.45

Includes 10 fun experiements and games! Learn
and explore magnetic forces by making a high
powered horse shoe magnet and a magnet wand!
Construct a super magnet racer and a yacht
compass. Learn: Magnestism. Ages: 7+

POCKET KITE FS5004 $3.85

“Handy kite folds up and fits neatly inside a pocket
sized pouch. Simply works on the principle of the
pockets sewn into its wings filling with air and....up
she goes!
Great fun for the park or beach.
Learn: Airflight, air pressure
Ages: 6+

THE KALEIDOSCOPE
FS3501 $18.70

Build your own kaleidoscope from strong, easy-toassemble, precut durable and recyclable cardboard
parts and mirrors.
Learn: Light & colour, reflections		
Ages: 5+

SCIENCE SUPPLY AUSTRALIA

www.ssapl.com.au

WILD SCIENCE - BUILD A
BRACELET
FS921 $13.75

WILD SCIENCE - LIP
BALM FS903 $13.75

WILD SCIENCE - MAGIC
NAIL FS914 $13.75

WILD SCIENCE - OCEAN
FRIENDS, SOAP STUDIO
FS920 $13.75

Professional ingredients make
custom lip balms for all occasions.
Colour, flavour, shimmer, tools,
inventor’s palette and crystal
balm jar included.
Learn: Cosmetic science.
Ages: 8+

Discover the science of light with
accessories which can change colour
in sunlight, or glow-in-the-dark!
Make up to 6 unique custom
bracelets to suit YOU! Create moving,
swirling, flowing effects or jiggling
wriggling rainbow colours!
Learn: Colour change.
Ages: 6+

Create real custom nail polishes
with solar colour change effects.
Colours, shimmer, tool and bottles
included. SAFE! No dangerous
solvents.
Learn: Colour changes, Cosmetic
science. Ages: 8+

Sunny starfish, shimmering shells,
funny fishes, suspended in glittering,
transparent soap shapes. Design,
melt, mix, decorate, embed, cool and
USE for bath time!
Learn: Chemical science. Ages: 8+

WILD SCIENCE - ROCKET
RACER FS929 $13.75

Unique balloon powered drag racer plus
flying rocket system. Vary number of jets,
thrust angle, wheel sizes. Race on land and
air at the same time!
Learn: Air pressure. Ages: 6+

BUILD YOUR OWN
MICROSCOPE IN A TIN
FS273 $22.00

A comprehensive science kit
with 19 fun and interesting
experiments to explore the
natural world. The kit includes
all the main scientific equipment
required for the experiments.
Ages: 10+
Learn: Chemical reactions

Create coloured lava flows. Make unique
bubbling mineral pools. Make different
kinds of volcano bomb... and more.
Learn: Volcano activity . Ages: 8+

MINI MECHANIC IN A
TIN FS231 $22.00

Mini Mechanic in a Tin contains
a traditional metal construction
set that can build three different
models - a plane, helicopter and
quad bike. Complete with tools and
intructions.
Learn: Building and Construction,
Mechanical science.
Ages: 8+

Encouraging kids’ curiosity, this
microscope allows the tiniest of
things to be seen close up and
best of all it can be re-packed
into its tin for easy transportation
during field trips.
Learn: Microscopy. Ages: 8+

CHEMISTRY CHAOS
FS75411 $22.00

WILD SCIENCE - EXPLODING
VOLCANO FS918 $13.75

FORENSIC DETECTIVE
FS75406 $12.65
Take fingerprints of your friends
and family then use this print
library to dust and identify a
mystery print - just like a real
detective.
Learn: Forensic Science.
Ages: 8+

CRYSTALS AND
MINERALS FS78101
$14.85

Museum Victoria - Grow crystals
using Mono Ammonium
Phosphate (supplied) and salt
(not supplied) and discover the
amazing qualities and features
of minerals that make them
essential in everyday life.
Learn: Rocks and minerals.
Ages 10+

MAKE YOUR OWN
VOLCANO FS78100
$19.80

Museum Victoria - Easy, safe
and fun kit you can recreate the
spectacular sight of an eruption
of a mini-Vesuvius in your own
home!
Learn: Volcanos. Ages: 8+

PAPER AEROPLANE KIT FS6313

$16.50

60 planes to fold and fly. Perform tricks or hold competitions. Easy to
follow instructions and designs on every sheet. 20 unique designs.
Learn: Airflight, Air pressure. Ages: 3+

MELTING SNOWMAN
FS539 $12.65

Take Frosty’s putty out of the tub
and build him by adding his arms,
hat, eyes, nose and scarf. Watch poor
Frosty melt and then build him all
over again.
Learn: Principles of matter, solid,
liquid & gas. Ages: 5+

SANDS ALIVE STARTER SET FS23014 $26.40

THE JET CAR FS3503 $16.50

AIRBOAT HJ0030
$19.80

SUNPRINT PAPER
HJ110 $12.65

3D BUG VIEWING KIT TFC50147 $11.55

TWO-WAY MICROSCOPE BUG
VIEWER TFC50135 $16.50

Fun with sand without the mess! This kinetic moving sand starter
kit is non toxic and prevents bacterial
growth
Includes 0.68kg of sand and 4 tools
Explore: sensory & cognitive
development, stimulate creativity and
allow the imagniation to invent! Great
tactile experience
Ages: 3+

Build your very own boat
using this kit. Components clip
together, meaning no messy
solder. The kit details 100
educational experiements.
Learn: Electronics. Ages: 7+

Explore insects in your garden
and then view your findings in
the third dimension! Consists
of a super-strong, clear plastic
bug viewer with three magnified
viewing points and green carryanywhere strap.
Learn: Insect anatomy.
Ages: 5+

KITCHEN SCIENCE FSG3296 $21.45
Perform 6 amazing experiments using everyday materials found in your kitchen! Light
up an electric bulb with a fork and a lemon.
Build a table top volcano and watch it erupt
with bubbly ‘lava’. Launch an explosive rocket
fuelled by baking soda and vinegar, and
more...Learn: Chemical reactions, electricity,
matter. Ages: 8+

ILLUSION SCIENCE FSG3256
$21.45

View and create 3D pictures, over 20 optic fun
activities with scientific explanations
Learn: Optical illusions. Ages: 7+

Build a jet car from strong, easyto-assemble, precut durable and
recyclable cardboard parts and power
it by air using the balloons supplied.
Instrction leaflet explains the science
behind the forces involved and
offers fun suggestions for further
experimentations.
Learn: Air pressure. Ages: 5+

Create amazing white on blue prints
using the power of the sun. Just place
leaves, flowers, feathers or whatever
you like on the photo-sensitive paper
and place it in the sun.
Learn: Photochemical reaction, Sun
exposure. Ages: 6+

Flexible 20X-30X microscope with zoom feature.
Easily tracks the movement of insects and allows
for the intimate studying of their body structure
from top to bottom. Includes: two insects and
one pair of tweezers.
Learn: Insect anatomy. Ages: 5+

BUBBLE SCIENCE
FSG3351 $21.45

Create a giant bubble, freeze bubbles,
appreciate bubble geometry and more.
Learn: Bubbles, Air. Ages: 8+

SOLAR SCIENCE FSG3278 $21.45
Build a miniture working solar oven, explore
renewable energy. Kit contains all materials
needed to complete projects.
Learn: Renewable energy. Ages: 8+

Order Form
Simply complete the order form, advise payment options and return to school by .................................................................................................................................
Student’s name.................................................................................................................School:.....................................................................................................................................
Class......................................................................................................................................Contact Number:..................................................................................................................
Email: .......................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
Code
FS059
FS5019
FSG3291
FS5004
FS3501
FS78120
FS3508
FS3506
FS921
FS903
FS914
FS920
FS929
FS918
FS273
FS231
FS75411
FS75406
FS78101
FS78100
FS6313
FS539
FS23014
FS3503
HJ0030
HJ110
TFC50147
TFC50135
FSG3296
FSG3351
FSG3256
FSG3278

Product

Qty

Price (incl gst)
$5.50
$5.50
$21.45
$3.85
$18.70
$12.65
$15.95
$15.95
$13.75
$13.75
$13.75
$13.75
$13.75
$13.75
$22.00
$22.00
$22.00
$12.65
$14.85
$19.80
$16.50
$12.65
$26.40
$16.50
$19.80
$12.65
$11.55
$16.50
$21.45
$21.45
$21.45
$21.45

Make Your Own Slime!
Diy Hi Bounce Ball Kit
Magnet Science
Pocket Kite
The Kaleidoscope
Pocket Microscope
The Sundial
The Chaotic Pendulum
Wild Science - Build A Bracelet
Wild Science - Lip Balm
Wild Science - Magic Nail
Wild Science - Ocean Friends, Soap Studio
Wild Science - Rocket Racer
Wild Science - Exploding Volcano
Build Your Own Microscope In A Tin
Mini Mechanic In A Tin
Chemistry Chaos
Forensic Detective
Crystals And Minerals
Make Your Own Volcano
Paper Aeroplane Kit
Melting Snowman
Sands Alive Starter Set
The Jet Car
Airboat
Sunprint Paper
3D Bug Viewing Kit
Two-Way Microscope Bug Viewer
Kitchen Science
Bubble Science
Illusion Science
Solar Science

Mastercard
Payment options:		
Visa
			
Credit Card		
_ _ _ _ / _ _ _ _ / _ _ _ _ / _ _ _ _		
		

Expiry _ _ / _ _			

Total Price

CVV number......................................

Name of Card............................................................................................................................ Signature...........................................................................................................................
Direct Deposit
		

Bank: NAB
BSB: 083 266
A/C Name: Science Supply Australia		
REF: School (eg. STJAMES) Surname and Initial (SmithJ)			

		

Please advise date deposited_______________

A/C Number: 03554 1640		

Thank you for your order. For more products view our range at www.ssapl.com.au			
To register: Create an account, When asked for “Company name” insert school name + fundraiser (eg. St James FUNDRAISER)			
We will continue to pay your school funds when you place an order online.			
*For full terms & conditions view our website at www.ssapl.com.au Prices subject to change without notice
** Whilst stocks last, if unavailable we will refund or deliver at a later date

SCIENCE SUPPLY AUSTRALIA
A.B.N. 54 006 705 166

10 Redland Drive, Mitcham, VIC. 3132
Ph: 03 9873 2588 Fax: 03 9873 2425 Email: sales@ssapl.com.au
www.ssapl.com.au

